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 Th e Double-Edged Sword 

of Cooperation 
 Th e Vulnerability of Trusting 
and Trustworthy Behaviour  

   BURAK   SONMEZ    

 In situations where personal interests are particularly at odds with collective inter-
ests, trust is central to understanding cooperation. Since societies ’  dependence on 
cooperation in providing public goods grows incrementally in physical and virtual 
environments (eg, online petitions, open-access digital archives and online crowd-
sourcing), we are (unsurprisingly) witnessing the need for trust as a prerequisite 
for cooperation. In practice, individuals or entities are frequently protected by laws 
( legal central authorities ) or  private ordering  to deal with free-riding in collective 
actions. Some scholars, for instance, show that individuals are willing to incur a 
small cost to punish free riders (Fehr and G ä chter 2000; Fehr and G ä chter 2002). 
However, how is it possible to encourage people to contribute to the provision of 
public goods in the absence of enforcement ?  It is particularly pivotal to identify the 
causal mechanism of cooperative behaviour through  learning, reliability, strategies 
or goodwill  when sanctions are unconvincing and costly to ensure public goods .  In 
this vein, even though there is no clear-cut understanding of how trust and trust-
worthiness drive collective actions (for further discussions, see Bacharach et al 
2007; Coleman 1994), scholars from diff erent disciplines have sought to conceptu-
alise and explain the fundamentals of how trust and cooperation go hand in hand 
(Buskens and Raub 2002; G ä chter et al 2004; Gambetta 1988; J Jordan et al 2015; 
J Jordan et al 2016; Ledyard 1995; Lo Iacono and Sonmez 2021; Rigdon et al 2007; 
Rothstein 2000; Uslaner 2002). 

 Much of the social sciences literature on trust suggests that the concept of trust 
has been formulated in multiple ways. For instance, there are two broadly defi ned 
views of trust: aff ective- and cognitive-based. Aff ective-based trust is considered 
interpersonal and emphatic concern towards others, while cognitive-based trust is 
conceptualised as a rational assessment of beliefs about reliability, strategies, cred-
ibility, and competence (McAllister 1995; Uslane 2002). Following this distinction, 
aff ective trust is also considered the willingness of an individual (the trustor) to 
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  1    Th e most popular forms of Trust games are known as either investment or trust games (Berg et al 
1995), where two players – a trustor and a trustee – start with identical initial endowments ( ε ). As a fi rst 
step, the trustor chooses to transfer the amount  θ   ∈  [0,  ε ] to the trustee, and the amount sent is multi-
plied by  γ  before the trustee receives – conventionally,  γ   >  1. In the fi nal stage, the trustee decides on 
whether to return the amount  λ   ∈  [0,  θ  γ ] back to the trustor. Scholars, in general, consider the trustor 
as trusting if they sends more than the  ‘ minimum ’  amount, and defi nes the trustee as trustworthy if 
they returns more than the  ‘ minimum ’  amount or more than the amount sent to them (Chaudhuri and 
Gangadharant, 2007; Ben-Ner and Putterman, 2009).  

be vulnerable to the actions of other(s) (the trustee) because the emotional bond 
between the trustee and trustor assures that the trustor ’ s concern for the trustee is 
reciprocated. On the other hand, cognitive trust primarily relates to the willing-
ness to be vulnerable to the actions of the trustee, determined by direct or indirect 
interactions with the trustee, such as learning about their reputation (McAllister, 
1995). Scholars also defi ne these vulnerabilities as some sort of expectations that 
the trustee will engage in the trusting behaviour even in the absence of an author-
ity monitoring the actions (Colquitt et al 2007; Dirks and Ferrin 2002; Ho and 
Weigelt 2005; Montgomery et al 2008; Rousseau et al 1998). 

 Following such defi nitions in the literature, it is argued that individuals hold 
diff erential expectations of trust through their attitudes and information on 
others ’  reputation. People oft en hold and update these expectations unconsciously 
through their socialisation and interpersonal interactions. Relatedly, the greater 
people ’ s expectations that their trusting behaviour will be honoured by trustees, 
the more vulnerable they become against the betrayal of trustees. However, this 
relational understanding between trust and vulnerability is oft en conceptualised 
through the lens of the trustor but not the trustee in the social sciences litera-
ture. In addition, this type of vulnerability predominantly focuses on expectations 
rather than actual structural vulnerability. For instance, status characteristics 
theory (STC) suggests that status diff erences between individuals (eg, refugees 
as low-status and citizens as high-status) in collective actions may create certain 
expectations where higher-status group members are expected to be more infl u-
ential (Ridgeway 1991). Following the STC theory, I argue that the vulnerability 
of low-status groups in trusting relationships is structurally embedded, thereby 
leading to relatively unmalleable expectations on their trusting or trustworthy 
behaviour. Given the impact of roles (trustor vs trustee) and structural diff erences 
in the relationship between vulnerability and trust, there is bourgeoning litera-
ture on to what extent the current understanding of trust and trustworthiness 
through vulnerability is limited, especially when individuals have greater action 
spaces and diff erent payoff  structures in alternative Trust games than in the typical 
Trust games 1  (Cox et al 2016; Keser and  Ö zg ü m ü s 2018; Engler et al 2018). Th at 
is, scholars found that the trustor becomes more discouraged to send any amount 
if their actions become more vulnerable to the second mover ’ s betrayal (Keser  &  
 Ö zg ü m ü s, 2018). On the other hand, if the trustor decides to accept a set of oppor-
tunities with a high risk of being betrayed by the trustee, the trustee might see this 
intention-based social preference as a strong, trusting signal (Engler et al 2018). 
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 In the following, I will consider diff erent causal explanations to understand 
people ’ s willingness to cooperate in collective actions where trust and trustwor-
thiness are subject to various types of vulnerability. In addition, I will revisit the 
paradigmatic designs in understanding cooperation to discuss to what extent 
reputational information constructs expectations in trusting relationships and 
how vulnerability as both relational and structural concept is ignored in these 
designs. In doing so, the chapter will also shed some light on the challenges in 
establishing social cooperation between vulnerable groups, such as asylum seekers 
or refugees and host populations, in the absence of legal regulations. 

   I. Trust and Cooperation  

 Th e questions of whom I should trust, to what extent I can trust, and why I should 
trust become salient in revealing how much trust is required to sustain or engage 
in cooperation, especially when central authority and monitoring are defi cient or 
non-existent. Scholars have shown that enforcement strategies for cooperation 
may actually backfi re since the existence of institutional enforcement can moti-
vate people to think that others cooperate to avoid punishment rather than their 
own goodwill or moral responsibility (Bowles 2008; Fehr and Rockenbach 2003; 
Mulder et al 2006). Th erefore, once the enforcement or contractual obligation is 
no longer available, individuals may be more likely to free ride on the cooperation 
of others. 

 On the one hand, tackling global challenges such as humanitarian crises, 
climate change and health crises urges countries to cooperate to alleviate the 
dire impacts of these crises. On the other, the standard game-theoretic assump-
tion is that cooperation across populations in contributing to a common resource 
(the public good) is implausible when the dominant strategy is to free ride on 
the contribution of others (Kollock 1998). Studying how to solve social dilem-
mas, Kollock categorised them into three broad groups:  motivational, strategic , 
and  structural . Motivational solutions are related to other-regarding preferences 
by which individuals are concerned about their own payoff s and others ’  gains (for 
reviews, see  social value orientation , Van Lange 1999). However, I am more inter-
ested in focusing on strategic and structural solutions where social conditions (eg, 
social learning) and structural mechanisms (eg, reputation systems) highlight the 
conceptual salience of trust in cooperation. Individuals with a strong incentive to 
protect their reputation, for instance, are considered trustworthy in cooperative 
interactions (Diekmann et al 2014; Kuwabara 2015; Milinski 2016; Przepiorka et al 
2017; Przepiorka and Berger 2017; Yamagishi et al 2009). Given the development 
of trust between particular groups or individuals, such as neighbours, co-workers 
and online community members over repeated interactions, scholars also exam-
ine how individuals extrapolate from their experiences in dyadic interactions 
to establish certain trust-related expectations in similar or diff erent cooperative 
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contexts (Glanville 2004; Glanville and Paxton 2007; Lo Iacono and Sonmez 
2021). Another explanation to understanding why people avoid free-riding among 
group members, irrespective of enforcement mechanisms, is status hierarchies. 
Individuals, who contribute more to the group, may be regarded as  higher status 
people  since the contributions to public goods determine one ’ s ranking in relation 
to the social hierarchy (Flynn et al 2006; Milinski et al 2002). High contributors 
are considered to be concerned with group welfare (Ridgeway 1978; 1982) .  From 
this point of view, they are highly expected to comply with the moral obligation 
of being honourable in cooperating with low-status individuals (Homans 1958). 
Taken together, they seem to signal more trustworthiness while exerting greater 
infl uence over other group members. In that vein, individuals are more likely to 
cooperate with high contributors, even in the situation where high contributors 
are more vulnerable to exploitation (Willer 2009). However, none of these studies 
has examined to what extent vulnerability embedded in social interactions and 
structural mechanisms infl uences trusting and trustworthy behaviour and, even-
tually, cooperation. Th e next section delves into understanding the juxtaposition 
of trust and vulnerability.  

   II. Trust and Vulnerability  

 In cooperating with others, individuals are exposed to specifi c uncertainties and 
vulnerabilities because of their trusting and trustworthy actions. Accordingly, 
trust is considered a  relational risk  where individuals are willing to engage in a 
social exchange by accepting the vulnerability to the actions of others based on 
the expectations about the others (Rousseau et al 1998). In our everyday life, we 
oft en think of vulnerability with negative connotations as an unfavourable condi-
tion that needs to be alleviated immediately. However, at the same time, we oft en 
voluntarily put ourselves into such situations where we fall in love or gossip about 
someone or rely on other drivers at the traffi  c light, thereby becoming vulnerable 
to others ’  failures to comply with our trusting or trustworthy actions. Individuals 
are willing to accept vulnerability to a certain extent in social exchanges to gain 
some emotional or material payoff s. Another strand of the literature focuses on the 
fact that the trustor has to accept their vulnerability in a  leap of faith  based on the 
goodwill of others rather than calculated expectations of trustworthiness. Notably, 
early sociological studies (see Georg Simmel 1950) distinguish one type of trust, in 
which the element of faith towards a stranger is beyond knowledge or particular 
reasons and combined with a sort of transcendent conception (M ö llering 2006). 

 Rather, I refl ect on the conventional notion that a trustor expects a trustee to 
honour the trusting act because the expected outcome with this social exchange 
outweighs the uncertainty of their vulnerability to the trustee. Following this line 
of thought, I fi rst suggest that this conception of trust has been predominantly 
considered relational between the trustor and the trustee in the empirical studies, 
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and oft en assumes that a trustor is vulnerable to a trustee ’ s failure to honour, yet 
the fact that the trustor has the  structural advantage  to reserve the right not to 
initiate trusting behaviour is underexamined. Elaborating on what I defi ne as 
the structural advantage, I stress that structural vulnerability entails a contextual 
dimension in trust-building processes, in which expectations of vulnerability to 
one ’ s action are hardly independent of variances in status hierarchies. Th ose status 
diff erences, in general, drive interpersonal perception and behaviour in social 
contexts (Ridgeway and Berger 1986). 

 In a typical Investment or Trust Game studied by (Berg et al 1995; Kreps, 
1990), a player has no control over which role ( sender or receiver ) they will be 
assigned. Player i  is assigned to the sender role, while player j  is assigned to the 
receiver role with probability  p  and the reverse allocation with probability 1  –   p . 
Aft er the roles are randomly allocated, the trustor (sender) moves fi rst to decide 
whether or not to trust the trustee (receiver) with a given endowment,  x  amount, 
before the trustee decides whether or not to reciprocate. Summarising the game 
accordingly, when the game is played only once (one round), the action set for 
the trustor is  { Trust, Not trust } , and the action set for the trustee is  { Reciprocate, 
Not reciprocate } . If the game is played for one round – not conditional on player ’ s 
past interactions – the role-contingent strategies to cooperate could be interpreted 
as unconditional aff ective trusting behaviour that suggests a moral obligation to 
trust and expect reciprocity rather than betrayal, even though traditional game 
theory predicts that trust and reciprocity are not sustainable in fi nite durations 
(Olson 2012). On the other hand, in the repeated interactions, it is assumed that 
people make their best decision on whether to trust or not, relying on their most 
recent belief from the interactions (eg, see individual learning theories Buskens 
and Raub 2002; Skyrms 1990). Th us, in the repeated interactions, the trustee could 
have an opportunity in their action set to change the trustor ’ s prior probability on 
the belief that the trustee will not betray. 

 However, one caveat in these games is that the trustee cannot take any action 
to challenge the trustor, who does not give any opportunity to entail a possibility 
of betrayal. In contrast to the limited action space in these games, the most recent 
literature on experimental economics shows that the structure of the game itself 
can modulate the expectations of the actors on what norms apply to the particular 
situation (Keser and  Ö zg ü m ü s 2018; List 2007). If the trusted actor also has an 
opportunity to take money away from the trustor, as well as the amount received, 
the trustor may expect less trustworthiness because of the increased vulnerabil-
ity to the actions of the trustees, thereby trusting less. On the other hand, Engler 
et al (2017) show that when the trustor chooses an action space where the trus-
tee can cause a potential loss for her, the trustee interprets this choice as a signal 
of enhanced vulnerability and performs in a more trustworthy manner in turn. 
Th is growing literature taken together implies that trusting and trustworthy 
behaviours may foster cooperation if the degree of vulnerability is determined by 
the trustor rather than imposed by a third party. Given this structural dynamic 
between vulnerability and trusting behaviour, it is important to examine how one ’ s 
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place in status hierarchies may modulate the expectations of being vulnerable to 
others ’  actions. Th at is, people in higher status positions expect more honouring 
behaviour than those in lower status positions (Berger et al 1995). Th ese status 
characteristics, eg, become concrete when disadvantaged group members believe 
that most people perceive their group to be less competent and less trustworthy 
(Ridgeway 1997). Relatedly, one may further question whether informal status 
hierarchies naturally occurring through repeated interactions among individuals 
and dictated hierarchies would lead to diff erent expectations of vulnerability in 
trusting relationships. 

 Refl ecting on the status hierarchies in interpersonal interactions, I contend that 
the conventional operationalisation of trust through Trust games does not account 
for the variation in trustee ’ s or trustor ’ s prior expectations about their future inter-
actions, which stem from their status position. Th erefore, researchers should also 
disentangle to which extent people ’ s expectations of vulnerability to one ’ s action in 
trusting relationships derive from status characteristics, as well as their roles and 
dyadic interactions. In building trusting relationships in real-world social dilem-
mas, status hierarchies of both trustees and trustors are oft en signalled or visible 
to each other. For instance, Falk and Zehnder (2013), using a Trust game in a fi eld 
experiment, show that individuals tend to invest more money (placing more trust) 
into the residents of the districts characterised by higher socioeconomic status 
rather than those living in the districts affi  liated with lower socioeconomic status. 
Similarly, Trifi letti and Capozza (2011) found that in a Trust game, participants 
from Southern Italy characterised as low status in relation to participants from 
Northern Italy trusted the high-status participants from Northern Italy more than 
their own group. Following this refl ection, people ’ s expectations of vulnerability 
to trustee ’ s or trustor ’ s action are not only infl uenced by one ’ s reputation based 
on personal interactions but also by their social status. In this regard, the follow-
ing section discusses why a traditional causal pathway of reputational formation 
in interpersonal trust to sustain cooperation may mislead researchers to resolve 
social dilemmas.  

   III. Reconsidering the Paradigms in Cooperation  

 Traditional causal pathway to study cooperation through trust between host popu-
lations and identifi ed vulnerable aliens, such as refugees, may be confounded. For 
example, in the conventional causal paths, a stranger is expected to cooperate 
or help if the other actor has established a positive (eg, cooperative) reputation. 
Nonetheless, individuals do not know about all interactions among actors in 
reality since tracing back to all relational interactions of the other actor(s) is unfea-
sible (Milinski 2016). Instead, people may rely on status-based characteristics to 
approximate someone ’ s trustworthiness based on their social status and related 
performance expectations. Th at is, if social images exist in a population where 
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greater competences and trustworthiness are associated with certain groups (eg, 
native population) in relation to lower social status (eg, refugees), people may infer 
a positive/negative reputation based on strangers ’  apparent status so that the level 
of trust can diff er in favour of trustees perceived as higher status. Relatedly, Zhang 
and colleagues (2019), through a fi eld experiment demonstrate that native people 
are more likely to off er help (being more prosocial) to high-status immigrants than 
low-status immigrants, characterised based on their language skills. 

 Drawing on the status characteristics theory (Ridgeway 1991), I focus on a 
few points where the eff ect of reputational information on trusting and trustwor-
thy behaviour in  one-shot  and  indirectly observable social dilemma settings  may be 
confounded by social status, thereby infl uencing expectations of vulnerability to 
one ’ s actions in cooperation. In explaining this confounding bias, I delve into the 
 assumption of excludability  in the conventional causal path of cooperation through 
reputational information, which ensures that exogenous variation created by a 
random assignment infl uences the outcome through only the variable of interest 
(eg, availability of reputational information). Otherwise, the estimated treatment 
eff ect cannot be regarded as causal. In particular, the treatment assignments using 
the observability or availability of reputational information in diff erent contexts 
(Chu et al 2019; Resnick et al 2006; Yoeli et al 2013) do not only lead to belief 
updating on reputations to understand the variation in outcomes (eg, cooperation 
for public goods provision) but also aff ect people ’ s prior beliefs interacted with 
various omitted factors. For instance, Yoeli et al (2013) collaborated with a util-
ity company for a demand response programme to prevent blackouts because of 
excessive use of electricity. Th e demand response programme requires residents 
to voluntarily sign up to authorise the company to restrict their central use of air 
conditioners via a remote switch-in-line during peak hours. Participation in this 
programme by residents in the city is socially optimal because the inconvenience 
is minimal for households, compared to the societal cost of blackouts. In doing so, 
the main experimental treatment was to randomly vary whether residents ’  neigh-
bours could tell who signed up for the programme, looking at publicly available 
sheets in a communal area near their home. Th eir study found that making partici-
pation in a public good observable by neighbours in a fi eld experiment renders 
people three times more likely to cooperate. Nonetheless, this conventional design 
may not strictly hold the  assumption of excludability.  

 More precisely, the excludability violation in this design may occur because 
people ’ s previous interactions with neighbours are entangled with their social 
status in the community. Th at is, random assignment to treatment might also be 
triggering other possible causes to the outcome. For example, if neighbour i  (high-
status) is aware of the social status of the neighbour j  (low-status), the reputational 
information on neighbour j  ’ s choice to participate in a collective action could infl u-
ence neighbour i  ’ s vulnerability updating through neighbour i  ’ s expectations about 
how the community perceives the social status of neighbour j  rather than only the 
reputational information itself. Even if the reputational information on neighbour j  
is positive, lower expectations on neighbour j  ’ s contribution due to the social status 
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  2    In line with the social identity theory (Tajfel et al 1971), trust can also be infl uenced by identity-
related characteristics of a trustor and a trustee, as well as status-based characteristics. For instance, if a 
trustee and a trustor share the same salient social categories, it is expected that the level of trust will be 
biased towards in-group members and biased against out-group members.  

of neighbour j  may still lead neighbour i  to remain vulnerable to the defection of 
neighbour j . In addition, neighbour i  (high-status) is vulnerable to incurring repu-
tational cost if they choose not to contribute to public goods since the community 
primarily expects high-status neighbours to contribute. 

 In elaborating on the excludability violation, one ’ s expectation of vulnerability 
to others ’  free-riding behaviour is not only aff ected by how most people perceive 
the position and characteristics of one ’ s social status but also one ’ s identity 2  (eg, 
political identity). Th at is, if neighbour i  were informed that the specifi c collec-
tive action at hand is coordinated by a specifi c third party (eg, a political party) 
or neighbour i  was aware of the political identity of neighbour j , it is expected 
that neighbour i  would question the trustworthiness of the given reputational 
information and update their expectation of vulnerability to neighbour j  ’ s action 
accordingly. Together, social norms are not homogeneous across community or 
even diff erent political identities in the same community (Ellingsen et al 2013). 
For instance, previous research showed that political conservatives are more likely 
to refuse the availability of reputational information in the context of energy 
conservation (Costa and Kahn 2013). 

 Overall, the direct eff ect of the availability of reputational information may 
boil down to the extent to which the information on actors (eg, their social status 
and identity) is incomplete among individuals in a certain social dilemma. For 
example, Yoeli et al (2013) found that homeowners living in the apartments are 
signifi cantly infl uenced by the availability of reputational information on whether 
their neighbours participated in the energy-saving programme, while renters are 
not responsive to the same indirect reciprocity to contribute to the public good. 
Researchers interpreted that renters are more temporary than homeowners and, 
therefore, less likely to invest in long-term relationships with other neighbours. 
If I am allowed to counterfactually assert that if the social status of renters and 
homeowners were visible across the participants in the same building, then we 
would be able to better comprehend the limitation with the assumption of exclud-
ability in the study at hand. In line with the status characteristic theory, the renters 
(eg, low-status) would be expected to contribute less to the public good compared 
to their homeowners because of their hierarchical status by which higher-status 
members (eg, homeowners) are expected to be more infl uential in participation 
(Ridgeway 1991), regardless of the duration of interactions. Th us, it is a strong 
assumption that exposure to reputational information directly causes cooperation 
in large-scale collective actions. Rather, I emphasise that the eff ect of reputational 
information becomes heavily contingent on status characteristics of individuals 
in collective actions. Individuals in diff erent social status positions have distinct 
expectations of being vulnerable to untrustworthy or distrusting action. In contrast 
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  3    I refer to the bounded rationality account of cue receptivity, which assumes that people avoid 
costly cognitive eff orts for belief formation. Instead, they base their expectations on value-consistent 
positions (eg, social status) (Bakker et al 2019).  

to fi eld experiments, the laboratory setting enables researchers to anonymise the 
participants regarding their social cues in the Trust game to better isolate the eff ect 
itself, yet the structure of the game still holds the fact that if the trustee is aware 
that the trustor can give no opportunity to entail any possibility of betrayal (not 
sending any amount), trustee ’ s expectation of being vulnerable to the trustor is 
contingent on their position with respect to the hierarchy of the game.  

   IV. Reputation, Vulnerability, and Mistrusted 
Communities  

 Given the aforementioned theoretical reconsiderations, I highlight the potential 
challenges for researchers and policymakers in social justice and refugee studies 
to disentangle how reputational information may backfi re or help refugees and 
host populations to cooperate. Refugees are oft en perceived and represented as 
 ‘ economic burden ’ ,  ‘ culturally incompatible ’  or  ‘ mistrusting for security reasons ’  in 
the public sphere through media or political institutions (Dempster  &  Hargrave 
2017). Such crystallised stereotypes may operate as cognitive shortcuts 3  (cue-
taking) in signalling a social status or social identities that undermine the positive 
impact of reputational information on mistrusted communities when host popu-
lations engage in trustworthy or trusting behaviour with them. Th at is, if the host 
population receives communications through media channels about positive 
contributions of refugees to their host communities (eg, helping the rejuvenation 
of local parks), this reputational information contradicting the expectations on 
refugees based on their social status characteristics may not entirely update the 
host population ’ s expectations of vulnerability to refugees ’  actions in trusting rela-
tionships since most perceive low-status groups to be less trustworthy (Ridgeway, 
1997). In addition to this challenge, previous research also shows that when people 
are exposed to negative reputational information, this strengthens their existing 
biases if the given reputation does not contradict their prior expectation ( confi rm-
atory bias ) (Chu et al 2019). Th is may explain how the host population polarises 
their expectations about refugee communities over time when they receive nega-
tive reputational information on refugees. Th e other side of the coin is that refugees 
are in a certain social position to expect trusting behaviour of the host communi-
ties with a greater degree of vulnerability in the fi rst place. Th is asymmetry is akin 
to the structure of the binary Trust game where the trustee cannot take any action 
to challenge the non-cooperative trustor, who provides no opportunity to entail a 
possibility of betrayal. 
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  4    Asylum seeking applicants will not be granted asylum if the government believes that the applicant 
may render the country vulnerable to potential threats (Home Offi  ce 2019).  
  5    For instance, aft er the initial asylum application, an applicant can be recognised as a refugee or 
granted asylum with fi ve years ’  leave to remain in the UK in order to be able to apply later for indefi nite 
leave to remain (Home Offi  ce, 2019). Th is process is defi ned as a transition/interim period.  

 In light of the aforementioned discussion, let us consider an asylum seeker 
who hopes for cooperation to grant protection in another country –  impersonal 
trust  arises here. Th is refers to an indirect trusting relationship, in which trusting 
action is mediated by an agent or structure (Shapiro 1987). Let ’ s assume that there 
is no binding or functional international treaty to urge countries to accept each 
asylum seeker. Impersonal trust is mostly perceived as shared norms rather than 
an individually calculated phenomenon (Hosmer 1995) and yields a humanitar-
ian expectation that others will trust asylum seekers. However, host populations 
have a structural opportunity to move fi rst to decide on whether to trust or not 
to welcome asylum seekers into the country. 4  Th is infl uences the vulnerability of 
asylum seekers to the betrayal of impersonal trust, while the countries or host 
populations build up their trusting relationships with other populations and coun-
tries, relying on interdependence, familiarity and known reputation with whom 
they have had past interactions rather than one-shot interactions (Granovetter 
1985). Th at said, an asylum seeker who is not trusted may incur reputational 
harm against the host populations through international or domestic humanitar-
ian organisations. Hendrix and Wong (2013), for instance, showed that operating 
reputational concerns by international human rights organisations could explain 
larger eff ects on altering human rights abusing behaviour in autocracies. Hence, 
the larger action space of asylum seekers in an impersonal trusting relationship 
with host populations may change the degree of vulnerability of the host popula-
tion in cooperation in spite of status hierarchies between host populations and 
asylum seekers. 

 Aft er discussing the challenges for asylum seekers in their initial one-off  
impersonal trusting relationship with host populations, let us continue with their 
probationary period 5  if refugee status is granted. Th eoretically, trust and reciproc-
ity can lead to sustainable cooperation when an interaction is repeated among 
strangers in interpersonal relationships if they particularly think that they may 
encounter each other in the future (Bicchieri et al 2004). Nonetheless, in many 
circumstances, keeping track of repeated interactions to develop a rationally 
optimal strategy in trusting relationships among actors is cognitively exhaustive 
and costly. Alternatively, researchers have therefore drawn attention to individ-
ual learning theories (Buskens and Raub 2002; Skyrms 1990) or how disclosing 
reputational information may serve as a form of forging trust and cooperation 
through reciprocal  self-closure , thereby making themselves willingly vulnerable to 
each other (Feinberg et al 2012; Kop á nyi-Peuker et al 2017; Sommerfeld et al 2007; 
2008; and many others). Given these considerations, I choose to engage in how the 
availability of reputational information may enhance the vulnerability of refugees 
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(low-status) and host populations (high-status) to each other in inducing imper-
sonal trust and cooperation through counterfactual examples. 

 Let us imagine a refugee (a former political prisoner in country Y) who has 
just gained initial trust from the host country X to resettle. Once refugee status is 
granted by the host country, the refugee as a trustee is expected to submit confi -
dential personal information and evidence to the host country X, even though 
discouraged to disclose such information to strategically minimise the likelihood 
of betrayal and exploitation in trusting relationships. In sum, the host country X 
is only vulnerable to the degree where reputational information provided by the 
refugee is inaccurate, thereby abusing the trust. By contrast, the refugee enters into 
a social contract – it is controversial to defi ne whether this contract is voluntarily or 
forced – accepting a higher level of vulnerability. In this case, to sustain cooperation, 
the refugee is obliged to reciprocate given trust, taking a leap in the dark without 
the possibility to enhance an impact on the host country ’ s vulnerability to their 
trusting relationship. In addition to this structural asymmetry in self-closure, refu-
gees are also represented as low-status in social hierarchies. Th is situation strongly 
signals that the wider population expects refugees to be less trustworthy vis- à -vis 
sustaining cooperation. Taken together, the asymmetric enhanced vulnerability 
and social status of the trustee in the trusting relationship may inevitably underpin 
the expectation that the capacity of refugees ’  trustworthiness is undermined by the 
culture of suspicion towards them (Hynes 2009). 

 Let us reconsider the same refugee, holding the characteristics of the host 
country X and time constant, with regular assistance by international or domestic 
human rights organisations throughout the resettlement period. Instead of expos-
ing their reputational information to the host country rapidly, these organisations 
can act as the guardian of trust (a third party) in order to respect what and when 
the refugee is willing to disclose information and attempt to build trust gradually. 
In sharing reputational information with the organisations, the refugee, in turn, 
is given an opportunity to spread some reputational information about their host 
country to public spheres where companies, customers and tourists, for instance, 
make their humanitarianly conscious decisions with the host country (eg, cultural 
boycotts). Note that the role of these organisations is not to punish norm violation 
but to coordinate norm enforcement, assisting refugees to communicate reputa-
tional information on the host country to the wider public spheres. As outlined 
earlier, if the trustor becomes aware of the possibility that the trusted actor (refu-
gee) has an opportunity to incur reputational harm, the trustor may expect less 
trustworthiness because of their increased vulnerability to the actions of the 
trustees in one-off  interactions. In contrast, the impersonal trust relationship 
coordinated through a third party described above entails a variant where both 
refugees and host countries may have the possibility to build trust by conditioning 
their enhanced vulnerability on the other ’ s enhanced vulnerability in small steps, 
thereby transforming themselves into successful cooperators. Th erefore, given that 
refugees are trapped in their lower social position and mistrusting status char-
acteristics when building trust relationships with such mistrusted communities, 
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host populations need to recognise that enhancing their vulnerability towards 
refugees may help alleviate lower expectations on the trustworthiness of refugees 
in cooperation.  

   V. Implications and Conclusion  

 Th e implications of this chapter centre around that (1) the conventional frame-
works in understanding social dilemmas undertheorise the endogeneity of social 
status and structural vulnerability in trusting and trustworthy behaviours, draw-
ing attention to the limited action space of trustees; (2) the enlarged action space 
of asylum seekers in host countries might resolve free-riding in cooperation 
if the host country ’ s vulnerability to the actions of asylum seekers is enhanced; 
(3) refugees and host countries may have the possibility to build trust by condi-
tioning one ’ s own enhanced vulnerability through reputational information on 
the other ’ s enhanced vulnerability in small steps rather than in leaps and bounds; 
(4) the exposure to or communicating reputational information in promoting 
cooperation across individuals may be confounded by social status and identities 
to sustain cooperation when someone ’ s social status or identities carry contrary 
evidence against provided reputational information. 

 First, these implications highlight that further research in behavioural social 
sciences should experimentally examine how the enlargement of action space for 
trustees in diff erent social dilemmas infl uences trustor ’ s expectation about their 
vulnerability to trustees in both one-off  and repeated interactions. In doing so, 
further studies can also measure trustee ’ s beliefs about trustor ’ s vulnerability and 
trustee ’ s beliefs about trustor ’ s guesses of the trustee ’ s vulnerability. Th is would 
help us better interpret to what extent expectations on vulnerabilities aff ect trust-
ing and trustworthy behaviour. Second, policymakers in refugee-hosting countries 
responsible for social justice should keep in mind that asylum seekers may become 
more cooperative in application processes if the rapport with them relies on a 
gradual mechanism where reciprocal vulnerabilities develop in small steps rather 
than stigmatising asylum seekers with suspicion in the fi rst place. In this regard, 
the fi rst interactions with asylum seekers can be conducted by professional refugee 
care providers with whom they can regain a sense of security. Th ird, a clear causal 
identifi cation and designing interventions are important when researchers deal 
with certain vulnerable groups. To my knowledge, the majority of studies using 
reputational information have not unveiled the role of vulnerability in under-
standing how expectations of being vulnerable to one ’ s action help or undermine 
cooperation. Relevantly, in future studies, scholars should account for hetero-
gonous characteristics of people ’ s social status moderating the eff ect of reputational 
information. Th at is, communicating positive reputational information on the 
social image of low-status communities in collective actions may not simply lead 
people to update their expectations on the trustworthiness of those communities. 
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Th erefore, one approach to improve the causal identifi cation of reputational infor-
mation in solving social dilemmas is to curb the impact of people ’ s social status 
by either statistical controls or ideally manipulating the perceived social status of 
people. Overall, I hope this chapter clarifi es some issues on the causal identifi ca-
tion caveats in dealing with the endogeneity of vulnerability through trusting and 
trustworthy behaviour and helps researchers and policymakers clearly understand 
how they can improve their interventions to facilitate cooperation in relevant 
social dilemmas.  
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